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Where Are We in the Mining Cycle?

October 2021

• Finding an objective measure of where we are in the cycle – look at the revenues 

generated by drilling-service provider Major Drilling Group International (MDI-

TSX).

➢ Why? Drill rigs are the “truth machine” for finding new reserves and resources, 

and demand for drilling services is a reliable indicator of industry activity.  When times 

are good, more money is allocated to drilling; when times are bad, exploration and 

drilling activity contracts.
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Where Are We in the Mining Cycle?

October, 2021

• Major Drilling has grown dramatically since 1994, increasing the drill rig fleet from 

~100 drill rigs to more than 600 drill rigs operating in many international regions. 

If we “correct” for the M&A growth over this period my adjusting for asset 

purchases and sales, the organic cycle becomes more obvious.
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Where Are We in the Mining Cycle?

October, 2021

• Major Drilling’s quarterly revenues (uncorrected) indicate the mining cycle 

“turned” in MDI’s fiscal Q4/16, which is April 2016, and has continued to grow –

somewhat moderated by pandemic effects on exploration in the last 18-month 

period.  Mining is back, and solidly so – and is still expanding.
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Where Are We in the Mining Cycle?

October, 2021

• After a slow start in recognition of the recovery cycle, equity markets have 

recognized that exploration is back – strong performance in MDI’s share price.  

All in spite of COVID-19 impact on exploration activity in the last 12 months.
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Where Are We in the Mining Cycle?

VID IV, June 8-10, 2021

Further evidence from quarterly commentary provided by Major Drilling:

➢ Experienced drill crews have become in short supply

➢ Activity increases have moved to other metal groups other than gold

➢ Exploration activity becoming more international again

➢ Gross margins of MDI are improving, meaning quoted drill prices are moving up

Conclusion: mining activity is well into a renewed cycle, somewhat affected by 

pandemic considerations, and shows no sign of being overly extended.
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What Contributes 

to the Cycle?



99

• Higher or Lower Commodity Prices

− Economic Activity

− Interest Rates

− Supply Side Consideration

• Willingness of Investors to Get Involved

− Competing Investments/Sectors

− New Major Mineral Discoveries

− Trend to Passive Management from Active

Catalysts that Drive a Cycle

VID IV, June 8-10, 2021

What Contributes to a Cycle?
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Performance of Commodity Prices

October, 2021

• Generally speaking, the performance of commodity prices has been very 

good over the near (1-year) and longer term (5-year).

• Precious metals has been particularly steady, with more recent sharp moves in 

base metal prices and iron ore. Environmental metals (PGM and Battery-related) 

have also been good, albeit with some near-term volatility.
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Willingness of Investors – Risk Takers Remain

October 2021

• Flow-through Financings, a Canadian Tax-Driven Incentive for more Early Stage 

Mining Companies, Continues to be Popular And Is Growing. 
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Exploration Success Helps Stimulate Activity

October, 2021

• Nothing like success to spark exploration activity. Case in point, discovery at the 

Elmer property of Azimut Exploration has attracted market attention and has 

spawned a number of “ME TOO” exploration programs in James Bay.
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Conclusions?
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We Are In An Exploration Up Trend

October, 2021

• Drillers and assays are more difficult to get

• Good commodity prices encourage exploration

• Markets (investors) are committing money to the sector

• New discoveries have helped stimulate regional exploration programs

• No signs the trend is changing 
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Thank-you

Explor 2021


